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Epsilon- the master of style

Schneider has already invented and successfully launched its Viscoglide Technology for extremely easy gliding 
writing. It is the answer to most demands a person can make of a ballpoint pen. Smooth writing and striking 
handwriting due to the extra broad tip made of wear-resistant stainless steel. The refill guarantees the clean and 
complete use of the ink from start to finish. Writing dries quickly - even on smooth paper -and is wipe-proof even 
when highlighting it later on. The ballpoint pen starts writing immediately. After intensely dedicating time to reach 
all these goals and create a perfectly user friendly ballpoint pen, the time has come to arrange the marriage 
between function and form.

Time to turn an everyday product into a piece of art.

Office products don't necessarily have to fit the old stereotypes. The ballpoint pen Epsilon brings design into your 
office or your desk at home without being too fancy. Its pure elegance fits perfectly in the office ambiance and its 
modern design makes it an eye-catcher in students’ pencil cases.

The new Epsilon is the master of style. It combines classic design with modern elements. It goes with a suit and 
tie as well as jeans and polo. The well-balanced combination of refined metal parts and high-quality plastic 
supports the uniqueness of the writing instrument.
Particularly striking are the partially recessed metal clip and horizontal, colour-coordinated rubberized stripes that 
run along the barrel. The barrel brings together two attractive colours in a combination stylistically beyond 
reproach. The grip zone provides a comfortable hold and prevents fingers from slipping. It features three wavy 
lines in a soft rubber material; which mirror the Schneider logo. 
To complete the design, the company logo is embossed on the barrel of this high-quality piece. Its push button is 
accented with a coloured detail. Epsilon is available in six distinctive colours and thus appeals to a wide 
audience.
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Epsilon is available in six distinctive colours and thus appeals to a wide audience.
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Design ballpoint pen for comfortable writing
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Large version of the Espsilon display for an eye-catching presentation.
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